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Dear Mayor and Councillors,
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The best way to keep taxes low Is to be good neighbors. Please cons/c/er doing nothing at all
regarding the regulation of suites. There are several good arguments for and against taking this
stance. The recent canvassing of our neighborhoods, (added to the local knowledge we already
had), led Garry Gaudet and I to estimate that 10 to 20% of homes in the old Lower Lantzville
neighborhood contain a rental suite. The rest of the District Is probably similar.

If meeting a niche housing need is desirous, then we are already doing It. Why regulate/or it? If
regulation and bylaw enforcement is seen as a way to reduce annoyances to neighbors it should
be noted that there are very few complaints when you consider the number of suites. Leaving
suites technically unauthorised and therefore subject to closure if problems are brought to the
attention of the DOL is surely a motivational factor for landlords and tenants to self-regulate.
Self-regulation must be happening. What else would account for the low number of official
complaints?

A perusal of news venues on municipal Issues Is shockingly illustrative of the anarchy that
prevails everywhere when civic authorities attempt to regulate suites. The problems are simply
Insoluble. Lantzville would be chasing its tail over an ever increasing number of ambiguities that
would require more than 2 % new positions and their overhead costs. Don't forget the legal
budget. How does a bylaw differentiate and regulate the baffling array of suite-like residential
venues that include; small-scale room and board, large multiple or extended-family use of a
home, in-law suites, some with shared bathrooms and kitchens, some not, self-contained
maid's or nannie's quarters, and an interminable number of legally mind-bending alternatives,
some with ethnic, cultural and even gender and marital components? It is daunting enough to
regulate the geography of a home, quite another to attempt the regulation of human
relationships within It! Good luck with that. It is defeating Toronto so It would be entertaining




